
 

English- as readers and writers, we will be learning:  

To write a creation story 

To identify features and S2S for a creation story 
To identify and use ambitious vocabulary.  
To use adverbial phrases to build cohesion across paragraphs. 
To begin to use dialogue to convey character and advance the action. 
To use expanded noun phrases 
 
To write an explanation text explaining the process of how chocolate 
is made 
To identify features and S2S for an explanation text 
To identify and use technical vocabulary 
To use organisational and presentational devices to structure text and 
to guide the reader [for example, headings, bullet points, underlining] 
To build cohesion within and across paragraphs using cause and effect 
adverbs. 
To use dashes and commas to indicate parenthesis. 
 
 
 

Maths– as mathematicians, we will be learning:  
Decimals: 
To recognise and write decimal equivalents of any 
number of tenths or hundredths. 
To find the effect of dividing a one or two digit 
number by 10 or 100, identifying the value of the 
digits in the answer as ones, tenths and hundredths 
 
Decimals and percentages 
To recognise % symbol 
To write percentages as fractions 
To read and write decimal numbers as fractions and 
solve problems. 
 
Money 
To solve simple money and measure problems 
involving fractions and decimals. 
To add and subtract money. 
To find change 
To use four operations involving money. 
 
 

 

Science– as scientists, we will be 

learning: 
Continuing Earth and Space 
To describe the movement of the moon 
relative to the Earth. 
To explain what causes day and night. 
To explain why the length of a shadow 
changes over the cause of the day. 
Key Scientist-Galileo Galilei  
Story-Cosmic is one Giant Leap for Boy-
Kind by Frank Cottrell Boyce 
Living things and their habitat. 
To understand that different species have 
different life cycles. 
To explain the main stages in the life cycles 
of a butterfly 
About animal adaptation in the rain forest. 

 
 

R.E– as spiritual people, we will be 

learning: 
Transformation 
To know and understand about 
transforming energy. 
To know and understand about 
Pentecost, the celebration of the Spirit’s 
transforming power. 
Freedom and Responsibility 
To know and understand Freedom 
involves responsibility 
To know and understand God’s rules for 
living freely and responsibly-the 
commandments. 

 
 

History– as historians, we will be learning: 

The Maya 
To understand the key features and 
achievements of the Maya civilisation.  
To give a detailed explanation of how the Maya 
were able to thrive in their environment.  
To understand that people’s  everyday life 
varies depending on status within past societies 
by studying the Mayan Queen Lady K’abel.  
To raise questions about the discovery of the 

funerary mask of Pacal.  
 

 

 
 

French– as linguists, we will be learning: 

Words for school subjects.  
To describe preferences of school subjects 
and reasons why. 
The irregular verb ‘aller’. 
Words for transport in French.  
To say which form of transport we and 
others use.  
 
  
 
 
 
 

Computing– as digital 

experts, we will be learning:  
In Year 5 we are continuing with 
our Maze Maker coding project 
using Scratch.  The children are 
designing and programming their 
own maze games, learning about 
Variables, Loops and the use of IF 
conditions. 

P.E– as athletes, we will be learning: 

Rugby  
To learn skills including dodging, 
tagging, passing, attack versus defence 
Circuits 
Compare their performances with 
previous ones and demonstrate 
improvement. 
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Music– as musicians, we will be 

learning: Rhythm 
To learn Ostinato patterns inspired by 
West African drumming 
To structure and perform a piece 
inspired by West African drumming 
To understand how rhythmic cycles 
feature in Indian classical music 

 
 

 
 

Art/DT– as artists and designers 

we will be learning: 
This term we will be focusing on 
design and linking food technology 
with art to develop chocolate 
flavoured beverages. Through design 
we will explore the senses and focus 
on iconic Mayan imagery (both tonal 
and with colour) to create drink 
holders. 
 


